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Circular misfitting inhomogeneity in a half-plane 

L. STAGNI (ROMA) 

Tlnl ELASTICITY problem of a misfitting circular inclusion in an isotropic half-plane is treated. 
Matrix and inclusion have different elastic constants, and the matrix outer boundary is either 
traction-free or undeformable. The stress field at the boundaries and the strain energy of the 
system are investigated, graphs showing that the elastic state is remarkably influenced by the 
elastic constant difference. Physical implications of the obtained results are pointed out. 

Rozpatrzono problem niedopasowanej inkluzji kolowej w izotropowej p6lplaszczy:tnie spr~
zystej. Matryca i inkluzja charakteryzuj'l sict r6mymi stalymi spr~zysto5ciami, a zewn~trzny 
brzeg matrycy jest albo wolny od obciCli;en, albo nieodksztalcalny. Bada si~ pole naprctienia 
w poblii:u brzeg6w oraz energict odksztalcenia ukladu, a podane wykresy dowodz'l, ie stan 
sprC(zysty ukladu zalezy w istotnym stopniu od r6micy stalych sprC(zysto5ci. Wskazano na 
wnioski fizyczne plyn'lce z przedstawionych wynik6w. 

PaccMoTJ)eHa 3a,ryl'tla HecornacoBammro KpyroBoro BKJIIO'tleHWI B a30TpoiDioif ynpyroif no.ny
nnoci<oCTa. MaTJ)~ma a BKJIIO'tleHae xapaKTepH3YJOTCH pa3HbiM11 ynpyraMa nocro.mtllbrMa, 
a BHelliiDUI rp~a MaTJ)HQI>I Mlt CBOOo,lUia OT Harpy30K, ltJIH He~e<txlpMHpyeMa. McCJie
~eTCH none HanpxmeHaif B6Jia3a rpa.~~~m a 3HeprHH ~ecj;lopMaiUfil CHCTeMhi, a npase~eHHble 
rpacj;lHKa UOKa3biBaiOT, 'tJ:TO ynpyroe COCTOHHI{e CJtCTeMI>I 3aBltCHT B ~eCTBeHHOH CTeneHa 
or paaHitQbi ynpynvc nocromnn.rx:. YKa3aHbr cj;la3a'tlecKHe CJie~CTBHH BhiTeKaiOIIUle H3 npe~
CTaBJieHHbiK pe3yJibTaTOB. 

1. Introduction 

DURING the investigation of phenomena characterized by the presence, within a solid, 
of particles or fibres of a different material, it is often observed that these are located 
near to outer surfaces. As a consequence, it appears desirable to integrate the well-known 
elasticity solutions for inclusions in infinite media [I, 2, 3] by a detailed study of the 
elastic fields around inclusions in bounded media. 

In the present paper the simple, yet meaningful, case of a circular misfitting inclusion 
in an isotropic elastic half-plane is treated. The purpose is that of displaying, together 
with the effect of the outer boundary presence, the effect of the difference between the 
elastic constants of matrix and inclusion. Because of this difference, the problem cannot 
be reduced to a standard boundary-value one for a thoroughly homogeneous medium, 
as in Ref. [2]. 

The geometry of the problem is sketched in Fig. I. The outer boundary y = - h = 

= - {Ja/2 ({J ~ 2) is assumed either traction-free or clamped (undeformable), and the 
interface r = a is supposed perfectly adhering. The radius misfit ea is of the order of the 
admissible displacements in linear elasticity. 

9* 
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y 

FIG. 1. Circular inclusion in a half-plane: geometry and notation. 

2. The elasticity problem solution 

The stresses u11 (i, j = x, y) may be written in terms of two functions x(z), cp(z) of 
the complex variable z = x + iy as follows: 

u,+iu:JC, = cp'(z)+cp'(z)+zcp"(z)+ x"(z), 

u:JCJC+u, = 2[cp'(z)+cp'(z)], 

where a prime denotes differentiation with respect to the argument and the bar denotes 
complex conjugates. The functions x~(z), cp1 (z) and x~(z), cp2 (z) [subscript 1 refers to 
matrix and subscript 2 to inclusion, except on expansion coefficients] may be written as: 

00 

X~ (z) =a}; (A,.C-"+C,.C*-"), 
11=1 

00 

cp~(z) =a}; (B,.C-"+D,.C*-"), 
11=1 

00 

xi(z) =a}; E,.C", 
11=1 

00 

cp'~(z) =a}; F,.C", 
11=1 
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where C = z/a and C* = C + i/3. Within this framework the solution of the problem, i.e. 
the complex coefficients A,, B,., C,, D,, E,., F, (n from 1 to oo), is given by the set of 
linear equations: 

where 

C,. = A.[ -nA-:+ (n2 -A.- 2)JJ: -ifJn(n-I)B-:_ 1], 

D, = A.[ -A;.+nff.a-i{J(n-I)B,._ 1 ], 

A1 = -p+P(K1 +KJ, 

An+l = (n -1)B,_l + «P.K,.+l, 

B,. = .Q[H,.+(n+2)K,.+ 2], 

. H.= (-I)' .f r+:-I)C./(ip)•+•, 
m=l 

x. = (-I)' 2 r+:-1
)»./(ip)'···, 

m=l 

I
. Ft = [p+ (1 + !P)At]f2!P, 

F,+l = (1 +«P- 1)[~n+l -(n-l)B.-1], 

E,. = (I +.Q- 1)B,.-(n+2)F,.+2' 

A= { 
for free boundary, 

for clamped boundary, 

p = 4FeG1 /(x2 -I+2F), 

!P = [(x1 -1)F-(x2 -l)]/(x2 -1+2F), 

«P = (Fx1 -x2)/(x2+F), 

.Q = (F-1)/(Fx1 + 1), 

F = G2/G1, 

{ 
3-4Y 

" = (3 -v)/(1 +v) 

for plane strain, 

for plane stress 

and G and v denoting shear moduli and Poisson's ratios, respectively. 
Actually, the boundary conditions at y = - {3af2 (either zero tractions or zero dis

placements) are satisfied by the first two equations of the set, while the remaining equa
tio~s satisfy . the conditions at the interface (continuity and equilibrium [1]). Thus, the 
required coefficients may conveniently be evaluated by the iteration method. 

It is worth noting that the parameter p coincides with the equilibr~um pressure at the 
interface when the matrix is unbounded, and that if the inclusion is homogeneous 
(i.e. G2 = G1 and v2 = :v 1), then a closed-form solution is obtainable. 
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3. Numerical examples and discussion 

Some results of numerical calculation (all for plane strain and fJ = 3) of stresses at 
the boundaries are presented in Figs. 2 to 5. The graphs are drawn for r = 0.5 and 
r = CO (rigid inclusion) and for the following pairs of Poisson's ratio values: vl = 0.3, 
"2 = 0.2 (solid lines); v1 = 0, v2 = 0.5 (dashed lines); v1 = 0.5, v2 = 0 (dot-dashed 
lines). Computer calculations were performed by retaining the first 30 terms of the in
finite series, which in all the examples presented here gives satisfactory convergency. In 
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FIG. 2. au"fp at free boundary. 
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FIG. 3. Dimensionless shear stress and normal stress at clamped boundary. 
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FIG. 4. Dimensionless shear stress and normal stress at common interface. Free outer boundary. 
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FIG. 5.0 Dmensionless shear stress and normal stress at common interface. Clamped outer boundary. 

the di!ScUision, cases of low and high values of r will be referred to as soft and hard in
clusiom cases, respectively. 

At: t~ free boundary it is interesting to note the change of the sign of the stress G 1xx 
(see Fig. 2) at some distance from x = 0, and the high value that its maximum could 
reach fo~ relatively small misfits {lel ~ I0- 4 ) . This behaviour of the stress field may 
cause fn.cture of the material, starting from the surface. 

Figute 3 shows plots of the tractions exerted on a clamped boundary. It is observed 
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that if the inclusion is hard, then the maximum absolute values of a1xy and a1 yy clearly 
exceed leG1 1, which for lel ~ I0- 4 is generally comparable to, or larger than the critical 
shear stress of the matrix; therefore, especially for low 'V1 , plastic deformation on or 
near the surface is likely to occur. Moreover, since the normal stress changes its sign 
at some surface point, a bending torque results, working to detach the material from the 
clamping substrate. 

Figures 4 and 5 show the normal and tangential stresses at the interface (which are 
common to matrix and inclusion) for free and clamped outer boundary, respectively. As 
expected, the presence of a free outer boundary lowers the pressure la,.,.! at the interface, 
while a clamped boundary enhances it. On the other hand, the graphs point out the 
remarkable effect of the elastic constant difference. In particular, the shear a,.6 , which 
is zero for an unlimited matrix, now for a hard inclusion may be comparable to p, de
pending on the Poisson's ratio values. A practical consequence is that the bond to the 
matrix of a hard inclusion close to a plane surface may no longer be considered as a perfect 
one, and a smooth, or partially adhering, interface should be assumed. 

Finally, let us briefly consider the effect of the outer boundary on the strain energy 
of the system. The strain energy W (per unit length normal to the plane) may be calculated 
as the total work necessary to deform the matrix inner boundary and the inclusion's 
outer boundary. This easily leads to the simple expression: 

W = -2WooFtfp, 

where W00 = na2 ep is the strain energy when the matrix is unbounded. Results of numer
ical calculation of this equation have shown that the presence of a free boundary lowers 
the strain energy, while a clamped boundary enhances it. In both cases the function 
W({3) is monotonic. For a hard inclusion the change lW- Wool/Woo is significant up to 
about {3 = 7, and its maximum value (reached for {3 = 2) is about 0.5. Sensibly lower 
figures are obtained for a soft inclusion. 

Thus, for instance, nucleation and growth of a new phase should find relatively un
favourable conditions when the specimen's surface is clamped, and in this case the growth 
centres, if any, should mostly be found in the specimen's bulk. On the contrary, the 
centres should form near or on the surface if the latter is free of tractions, especially if 
they are hard. These features are actually observed, for example, in the {3-+ ex tin trans
formation [4], and in all likelihood are responsible for the copious acoustic emission 
detected during heating of tin specimens [5]. 

It is also of some interest to consider the trend of the thermodynamic driving force 
acting on the inclusion due to the presence of the outer boundary. This force, perpen
dicular to the boundary, is given by 

!= -aw;ah = -2a- 1 (oW/of3). 

Thus, under the action off the inclusion is stimulated to migrate toward a free surface, 
or toward the bulk if the surface is clamped. Moreover, it can be shown that at the same 
distance from the surface a harder inclusion is subjected to a stronger attraction (free 
surface) or repulsion (clamped surface). 
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